AZURE CLOUD ADOPTION FRAMEWORK
(CAF) L ANDING ZONE
10th Magnitude’s Azure Landing Zone solution allows organizations
to quickly deploy a cloud infrastructure aligned to Microsoft’s Cloud
Adoption Framework. The Azure CAF Landing Zone delivers best
practices based on production-proven components to get your Azure
implementation started quickly.
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ENGAGEMENT OPTIONS
Choose an option that matches your organization’s needs to assess and deploy a comprehensive
infrastructure and begin migrating and building in Azure.

ASSESS

DEPLOY

Landing Zone Assessment

Standard Deployment

Enterprise Deployment

Assess your current Landing
Zone deployment to identify
gaps or areas for improvement
to expedite your journey to the
cloud. Includes review of key
components: design, networking,
governance, optimization, security,
and operations.

Launch your small to medium
sized business into the cloud.
Includes base workload
templates, Azure networking,
core governance and best
practices, up to 2 regions, and
10 Azure subscriptions.

Deploy a full-featured enterprise
landing zone. Includes all Standard
Deployment components, as well
as ExpressRoute implementation,
and key security and policy
examples to scale for a global
enterprise. Up to 4 regions and 20+
Azure subscriptions.

4 WEEKS / $50,000*

8 WEEKS / $100,000*

2 WEEKS / $25,000*

†

†

DEPLOYMENT PHASES
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Design Review & Planning

Deploy & Configure

Manage & Operate

Collaborative workshops to review
landing zone design and address
required parameters for deployment,
including tooling, timeline review, team
roles, and initial assignments.

Leverage 10th Magnitude’s library of
artifacts and personalized automation
templates to deploy infrastructure. Set
up and configure Azure subscriptions,
networking, and governance strategy.

Implement management and operational
best practices and enable for Azure Expert
Managed Services, our 100% USA-based
team of Azure Experts providing 24/7
monitoring, management and support.

*† May qualify for up to $25,000 in Microsoft subsidy. Contact us for details.

Cost does not include the monthly cost of Managed Services, which is calculated based upon Azure monthly consumption.
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Award-winning Microsoft Gold Partner and Azure Expert MSP
helps organizations achieve meaningful innovation through
the power of the cloud. www.10thMagnitude.com

